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Abstract 

In today’s business environment, the trend towards more product variety and customization is unbroken. Due to this development, the need of 
agile and reconfigurable production systems emerged to cope with various products and product families. To design and optimize production
systems as well as to choose the optimal product matches, product analysis methods are needed. Indeed, most of the known methods aim to 
analyze a product or one product family on the physical level. Different product families, however, may differ largely in terms of the number and 
nature of components. This fact impedes an efficient comparison and choice of appropriate product family combinations for the production
system. A new methodology is proposed to analyze existing products in view of their functional and physical architecture. The aim is to cluster
these products in new assembly oriented product families for the optimization of existing assembly lines and the creation of future reconfigurable 
assembly systems. Based on Datum Flow Chain, the physical structure of the products is analyzed. Functional subassemblies are identified, and 
a functional analysis is performed. Moreover, a hybrid functional and physical architecture graph (HyFPAG) is the output which depicts the 
similarity between product families by providing design support to both, production system planners and product designers. An illustrative
example of a nail-clipper is used to explain the proposed methodology. An industrial case study on two product families of steering columns of 
thyssenkrupp Presta France is then carried out to give a first industrial evaluation of the proposed approach. 
© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the scientific committee of the 28th CIRP Design Conference 2018. 

Keywords: Assembly; Design method; Family identification

1. Introduction 

Due to the fast development in the domain of 
communication and an ongoing trend of digitization and
digitalization, manufacturing enterprises are facing important
challenges in today’s market environments: a continuing
tendency towards reduction of product development times and
shortened product lifecycles. In addition, there is an increasing
demand of customization, being at the same time in a global 
competition with competitors all over the world. This trend, 
which is inducing the development from macro to micro 
markets, results in diminished lot sizes due to augmenting
product varieties (high-volume to low-volume production) [1]. 
To cope with this augmenting variety as well as to be able to
identify possible optimization potentials in the existing
production system, it is important to have a precise knowledge

of the product range and characteristics manufactured and/or 
assembled in this system. In this context, the main challenge in
modelling and analysis is now not only to cope with single 
products, a limited product range or existing product families,
but also to be able to analyze and to compare products to define
new product families. It can be observed that classical existing
product families are regrouped in function of clients or features.
However, assembly oriented product families are hardly to find. 

On the product family level, products differ mainly in two
main characteristics: (i) the number of components and (ii) the
type of components (e.g. mechanical, electrical, electronical). 

Classical methodologies considering mainly single products 
or solitary, already existing product families analyze the
product structure on a physical level (components level) which 
causes difficulties regarding an efficient definition and
comparison of different product families. Addressing this 
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Abstract 

The complexity of flexible job shop problems increases significantly when using autonomous guided vehicles (AGVs) for material handling. In 
this study, priority rules - commonly known for their simplicity and small computation time - for sequencing operations, routing jobs and 
dispatching vehicles are applied. Based on a discrete event simulation study with stochastic inter-arrival times, an artificial neural network is 
trained to learn interaction effects between the combination of different rules for sequencing, dispatching, routing, and the resulting system 
performance. Based on the trained network the combination of rules is optimized, reducing the mean tardiness of the jobs under varying system 
performance. 
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1. Introduction and problem description 

To manufacture goods economically, every company has to 
act within certain restrictions where short lead times, low levels 
of storage, high utilization, and high on-time delivery stand in 
contrast to each other. Within the last decade, the increasing 
demand for individual products and the possibility to configure 
a product just the way the customers want it has led to a high 
number of variants. Enabled by new functions and features as 
well as different regional requirements and specifications, each 
customer wants a unique product that exactly suits his/her need 
[1]. This fact is leading to a batch size one production, based 
on unique customer experience. Due to uncertainty and 
changing customer needs and demands, static grouping and 
formation of machines in the production systems might no 
longer be suitable. Since rearranging machines has several 
disadvantages such as reconfiguration cost and loss of profit, 
interaction between the cells may enable alternative sequences, 
increasing the cost for material handling [2]. By now, large 

enterprises and manufacturers are rethinking their factory 
concepts, taking into account the uncertain future. This change 
from mass production to mass customization leads to 
manufacturing concepts such as flexible job shop systems 
(FJS). Multiple dissimilar machines with different capabilities 
are combined in one area. Still, all machines have the same 
requirements regarding tolerances or capacity. The advantages 
range from reduced material handling and setup times to 
increased utilization [3].  

To keep the cost of material handling low and still provide 
a robust and dynamic supply to the shop floor, autonomous 
guided vehicles (AGVs) can be used. The AGVs are used not 
only for transferring material from one central warehouse 
location to all work centers but also between the workstations. 
Enabled by technology, all assets in the production 
environment are able to communicate with each other, 
becoming smart machines called cyber-physical systems 
(CPS). When machines, storages, AGVs, and workers are 
connected with each other, the system is able to share 
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knowledge, trigger reactions, and control its assets 
autonomously. Such an environment leads to new chances and 
possibilities in the area of production planning and scheduling 
[4].  
 
The interaction effects and the impact of flexibility on routing 
jobs through a manufacturing system, dispatching AGVs and 
sequencing operations in front of machines in flexible 
manufacturing systems has rarely been considered up to now. 
Furthermore, the usage of performance forecasts has rarely 
been considered with this combination of problems.  

2. State of the art 

Given the fact that scheduling most real-world job shop 
instances is usually a NP-hard problem [5], it cannot be solved 
optimally within reasonable time frames. Optimal solutions to 
problems with AGVs have been presented, mostly considering 
central approaches such as mathematical modeling or graph-
based algorithms. Although, these approaches result in an 
optimal solution, they can only be applied to small scenarios 
[6]. For that reason, other methods need to be derived. Heuristic 
methods, which can find a near optimal solution in approximate 
real-time have to be developed. Kousi et al. [7] presented a 
solution where the plan generation is based on time and 
inventory level driven criteria. Bearing in mind that dynamic 
systems, characterized by continuously arriving new orders or 
unplanned interruptions, cannot be scheduled optimally after 
all, the idea of calculating a near optimal solution grows in 
importance. Dynamic aspects such as machine break-downs, 
change in priority and other uncertainties require a change of 
the calculated schedule. This forces former schedules to be 
recalculated. Even if an optimal schedule could be calculated 
for the scenario, the necessary recalculations lead to a non-
optimal result in the end.  

 
In contrast to central approaches, priority based rules can be 

used to assign tasks to members of the shop floor very fast. 
Instead of assigning each and every player an operation in 
advance, decentral approaches neglect information up and 
down the process chain and consider only local knowledge, 
which reduces computation times and enables quick reactions. 
Especially if different members on the shop floor interact with 
each other under dynamic circumstances, the different rules can 
influence the system performance drastically. To improve the 
response to these interactions and other dynamic aspects on the 
shop floor, a regression model will be generated to forecast 
system performance based on system state and utilization. To 
find a suitable model, multiple methods will be compared 
against each other.  

 
Given the fact that the projected system performance will 

turn out with a forecast error, the heuristic solution assigning 
operations needs to be adjusted to the system performance. For 
all further experiments regarding the heuristic solution and the 
parameter studies, an evaluation model is needed; in this case 
a discrete event simulation (DES) model considering the 
machines, AGVs, the routing of jobs as well as the sequencing 
of operations.  

2.1. Priority based rules for sequencing, routing and 
dispatching 

Single attribute dispatching rules such as First In First Out 
(FIFO) or Shortest Processing Time (SPT) are commonly 
known in industrial applications due to fast and simple 
execution. Panwalkar et al. [8] conducted an extensive study on 
priority-based rules for sequencing orders in front of a 
machine. Given the fact, that single attribute rules tend to 
behave well only in very specific parameter combinations, the 
usage of composite dispatching rules, combining multiple 
terminals, has become more important.  

 
Additionally priority rules can be used for routing jobs 

through a manufacturing system as well. When two or more 
machines are available, which could possibly handle the task, 
they compete for one operation, and hence a routing decision 
has to be made. The degree to what extent this is possible is 
called routing flexibility [9] and is one of the major contributors 
to complexity in job shop scheduling. Routing flexibility can 
lead to higher utilization and balance machine workload [10]. 
Kumar [11] analyzes the effect of different levels of routing 
flexibility using the rules presented. The conclusion states a 
significant decrease in make span due to the proper balancing 
of workload. In this work, three different routing rules are used. 
These commonly known routing rules are also listed in [12] and 
can be generalized into:  

 
 Work In Next Queue (WINQ) - considering the smallest 

workload of jobs in queue, also called as Least Waiting 
Time (LWT) 

 Number In Next Queue (NINQ) - considering the 
minimum number of jobs in queue, this can also be called 
Shortest Queue (SQ) 

 Least Utilized Machine (LUM) - considering the machine 
with least utilization, leveling out the workload of all 
machines 

 
Priority based rules are used not only for the sequencing and 

the routing but also for the dispatching of vehicles. Bilge et al. 
[13] conducted studies for dynamic weights multi-attribute 
dispatching rules based on system characteristics and showed 
that dynamic rules are very robust. Guan et al. [14] show that 
multi attribute dispatching rules can balance system load and 
make efficient use of system resources. In this study the rules: 
least utilized vehicles (LUV) and shortest travel time (STT) 
will be used for the dispatching of the vehicles.  

 
In this contribution, a decentral priority rule based approach 

for autonomous guided vehicles used for material handling in 
a flexible job shop is evaluated. Single attribute priority based 
rules, as presented above, are dynamically combined with each 
other for routing, dispatching, sequencing under dynamic job 
arrival, and system utilization. Preliminary results show that a 
dynamic adjustment can improve the results (reduce the mean 
tardiness) significantly. 
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2.2. Using regression to forecast system performance 

Comparing the time to calculate a key performance indicator 
(KPI) such as tardiness based on a specific system load, 
discrete event simulation takes much longer than a regression 
model. Furthermore, not every combination can be calculated 
with a simulation model. Based on prior studies and the state 
of the art, a linear regression and a neural network are tested in 
this paper [15–18]. 

 
Knowing that the KPIs of a FJS are directly related with the 

utilization of the machines and the AGVs, a linear regression 
model is calculated to estimate the system performance. The 
linear regression can be calculated with a function 𝑦𝑦 = 𝛽𝛽0 +
𝛽𝛽1𝑥𝑥1 + ⋯ +  𝛽𝛽𝑘𝑘𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘 + 𝜖𝜖  which calculates the value for all the 
input parameters 𝑥𝑥𝑘𝑘 with the factor 𝛽𝛽𝑘𝑘, adding an error 𝜖𝜖 [19]. 
Linear regression works best if the estimated variable is 
continuous and steady. The moderation effect, representing the 
context factors such as the rule combination, has to be 
evaluated.  

 
The usage of artificial neural networks (ANNs) is nowadays 

ubiquitous in various fields of science. Their main advantage 
lies in their ability to classify and evaluate data based on 
previously acquired data. Although most of ANNs’ usage are 
found in image and speech recognition contexts, in this work 
they will be applied on simulated data in logistics [20]. 
Learning in this context refers to the ability of ANNs to derive 
and depict variations in the input data, and estimate an output 
for another given input based on the behavior of the original 
data. Depending on the structure of outer and hidden layers as 
well as the number of used neurons in the system the 
performance of the outcome can vary massively [21].  

3. Proposed concept  

In a previous paper [20], we have used a simulation study to 
calculate a certain number of simulation runs based on a 
versatile combination of parameters. The simulation model is 
used to generate a large data set, representing multiple system 
loads. The values in this set generate a database to train the 
regression model offline to forecast the system performance 
based on varying influences such as utilization. The trained 
model can be used to estimate the system performance 

according to used rule combination and machine- /AGV- 
utilization and forecast the behavior between the trained points. 
Fig. 1 shows the general concept. An optimization module will 
be used to find the best combination of rules for the given 
system parameters in interaction with either the simulation 
module and / or the forecast module. Even though part of the 
concept and presented in the figure, the optimization module is 
not part of this work.  

4. Simulation model 

In this section, the simulation model used for the 
experiments is described. The generic model presented in this 
work is related to [22] and has been published before. 
Modification have been made to be able to run a DES. The job 
types are set with a uniform distribution ranging between all 
four job types. The jobs are inserted into the system with a 
Poisson distributed inter arrival time. Tables 1 to 4 provide 
processing time, operation sequence, skills of each machine, 
and travel times for the scenario, respectively.  

 
Table 1. Processing time for each product type based on the machine used. 
The processing of a type T1 product requires 60 time units on machine M1. 

Type \ 
Machine M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 

T1 60 60 120 20 20 140 
T2 200 200 160 100 100 80 
T3 180 180 220 100 100 80 
T4 100 100 100 100 100 80 

 
The required sequence of skills needed to complete the job 

for each of the four job types is presented in Table 2 below.  
 
Table 2. Required skill sequence for each product type. The first operation of 
job type 1 requires skill 3, the second operations requires skill 1 and so on.  

Type \  
Skill needed O1 O2 O3 O4 

T1 3 1 2 4 
T2 2 3 1 4 
T3 1 4 3 2 
T4 2 1 3 4 

 
Since machines in a FJS can have different capabilities, the 

machines are assigned designated skill sets. In combination 

Fig. 1. The model shows the approach using four different modules and one central data collection unit. I should 
probably label the arrows and what information is flowing where. 
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with Table 1 and Table 2 above, the idea of multi-purpose 
machines becomes more obvious and the skill set can be 
deducted. In Table 3, it can be seen that machine 1 (M1) can 
process the operations 2 and 3 of the type 1 product. This 
represents the skills 1 and 2. Whereas machine 4 can process 
operations number 1 and 2 resulting in the skills of 1 and 3. 
Due to the consideration of multi-purpose machines, where 
machines have unequal processing times, the impact of the 
routing rule in combination with the other rules cannot be assed 
prior to simulation. 

 
It can be seen that the processing time is roughly 4 times as 

large as the transport time. This is called as the PT-ratio [23], 
which could be analyzed further in the future. For the 
processing time being lager than the transportation time it can 
be estimated that choosing a bad sequencing rule will have a 
larger impact than a bad dispatching rule. 

 
Table 3. Processing times for each machine based on the skills needed for the 
operation.  

Part
Type Operation 

Processing 
Machines 

  M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 

1 

O11    100 20  
O12 60 60  100   
O13 60  120    
O14   120   140 

2 

O21 180  160    
O22    100 100  
O23 200 200  100   
O24   160   140 

3 

O31 180 180  100   
O32   220   80 
O33    100 100  
O34 180  220    

4 

O41 100  100    
O42 100 100  100   
O43    100 100  
O44   100   100 

 
The travel times are symmetric and all machines can be 

directly accessed with a straight line. Vehicles can move freely 
and are not bound to any loop or network.  

 
Table 4. The transportation times between the machines. The time are 
symmetric and do not consider loops or road networks.  

 M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 IN OUT 
M1 0 27 21 17 27 26 26 27 
M2 27 0 30 14 6 8 30 3 
M3 21 30 0 19 27 22 25 29 
M4 17 14 19 0 15 9 21 11 
M5 27 6 27 15 0 9 30 8 
M6 26 8 22 9 9 0 28 10 
IN 26 30 25 21 30 28 0 29 

OUT 27 3 29 11 8 10 29 0 
 

In Fig. 2, the scenario is roughly sketched, showing the 
machines as well as the AGVs. The skills of each machine are 
represented with the small bubbles on every station.  

5. Experiments 

Two types of experiments have been conducted: First, the 
simulation experiments to generate the data to forecast the 
system performance based on the utilization and the given rule 
combination, and second, experiments regarding an adequate 
regression model.  

Fig. 2. The scenario and the aspects routing, sequencing and dispatching 
being considered. 

5.1. Simulation experiments 

To find a good combination of weights for the dispatching and 
sequencing rules, multiple scenarios have to be tested. For that 
reason the weights of the terminals, represented by continuous 
variables, have been tested as binary variables from zero to one. 
With 3 different rules for sequencing, 3 rule for routing and 3 
rules for dispatching being considered, resulting in 27 possible 
combinations. Taking into consideration the different 
utilizations of the machines and the vehicles, 2 more variables 
have to be considered. The number of vehicles ranging from 
two to five to vary the AGV utilization.  Furthermore, the inter 
arrival time ranging from 70 to 110 time units in steps of 10.  

Fig. 3. Every marker represents a single simulation run. In this picture, 16929 
markers are represented. 
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The different rule combinations and system load level result 
in a large dataset, which can be used to train the regression 
method. In Fig. 3, the single simulation runs are represented as 
scattered points. The simulation parameters are presented in 
Table 5.  

5.2. Forecasting the tardiness 

To be able to consider various system utilization levels, 
regression models have been generated, estimating the system 
performance based on utilization as well as the weights used in 
the combination.   
 
Table 5. Simulation parameters, which have been used in the different runs. 

 
Based on the simulation output, the training input data, 

containing 14 variables including 4 continuous variables, is 
preprocessed to ensure ideal performance for both the models. 
The continuous variables, AGV- and machine-utilization range 
from zero to one. The flow time as well as the tardiness are float 
numbers. The categorical variables have different categories so 
they are one-hot encoded. Before training the model, the input 
data is split into train and test data in the ratio of (56:44) and 
the data points are shuffled before training. 

 
A linear regression model (LR) is implemented based on the 

formulation in section 2. The plane describes the fit for all 
utilizations with one rule combination, denoted by a specific 
value for the 18 input parameters given. 

 
A very short preliminary study conducted by the authors 

showed, that a neural network (NN) with 3 layers, 32 Neurons 
each, produces feasible results. The default activation function 
RELU, is used. The hyper parameter configuration has not been 
optimize to fit the dataset. For visual validation, the utilization 
of machines and AGVs is varied in step size 1 % and plotted 
against the mean tardiness forecasted with the neural network 
(NN). It can be seen, that the behavior of the model in Fig.  4 
seems to be plausible. 

 
For comparison of both models, the Mean Absolute 

Percentage Error (MAPE), Mean absolute error (MAE) and 
Mean Square Error (MSE) are used to evaluate the models and 
presented in Table 6.  

Table 6. Performance indicators for the comparison of the two regression 
models. The neural network shows superior behavior regarding the MAPE. 

 
Given the idea, that the interaction effect of routing, 

dispatching and sequencing has a high degree of complexity, 
this proves the neural network to be suitable to represent the 
relation between these parameters.  

5.3. Finding the presumably best combination 

Given the trained model, the mean tardiness can be 
forecasted for every combination of system load and rule 
combination. An excerpt from the data is presented in Table 7, 
showing the particular rule combination of (STT / FIFO / SQ).  

 
Table 7. Forecasted mean tardiness for one reference rule combination in time 
units. Based on the simulation data and the trained regression model the mean 
tardiness is forecasted for different system loads. 

Reference 
STT / FIFO / SQ 

90 % AGV 
Utilization 

65 % AGV 
Utilization 

90 % Machine 
Utilization 2,968.53 3,015.90 

70 % Machine 
Utilization 350.87 215.54 

20 % Machine 
Utilization -45.38 -46.31 

 
In comparison to the reference rule the mean tardiness as 

well as the improvement in (%) for the combination (LUV / 
SPT / SQ) is presented in Table 8. 

 
Table 8. Forecasted mean tardiness for LUV / SPT / SQ in time units. The 
mean tardiness can be reduced up to 9 % under specific system load. 

Reference 
LUV / SPT / SQ 

90 % AGV 
Utilization 

65 % AGV 
Utilization 

90 % Machine 
Utilization 3,280.47 (-11 %) 2,833.88 (6 %) 

70 % Machine 
Utilization 322.34 (8 %) 195.85 (9 %) 

20 % Machine 
Utilization 53.45 (-218 %) - 35.57 (-23 %) 

 
In Fig.  4, multiple rule combinations are drawn in one plot. 

The machine utilization as well as the AGV utilization are 
presented on the x and y axis. Each color represents a specific 
rule combination. Detailed analysis prove that, in comparison 
to a reference rule combination (STT / FIFO / SQ), the mean 
tardiness (represented on the z axis) can be reduced up to 15 % 
choosing a suitable rule combination base on system load.  
 

Based on a threshold assigned by the intersecting surfaces 
and a cyclic calculation of the system utilization, a new 
combination could be set. This results in the lowest tardiness at 
the given system load. Using this method leads to a gird, 
showing under which system load a certain rule combination 
behaves best.  

Number of machines:  6 
Number of AGVs:  2 - 5 
Overall system utilization:  65 %  to 99 % 
Job types:  4 (uniform distr.) 
Operation per job:  4  
Inter-Arrival time:  Poisson distr. 
Processing time:  Static 
Due-date:  TWK method 
Seq. rules: FIFO, SPT, EDD 
Disp. rules:  LIV, LUV, STT 
Routing rules:  LUM, LWT, SQ 
Warm up:  500 jobs 
Run length:  2,000 jobs 
Replications:  10 
KPIs: Mean Tardiness (MT) 

Regression 
Method MSE MAE MAPE 

LR 150,915 240 171 % 
NN  14,559 53 26 % 
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Fig.  4. Multiple neural networks drawn together in one plot. Each color 
represents a certain rule combination. Whenever two surfaces intersect, a rule 

change is recommended. 

6. Conclusion  

Due to their simplicity, priority-based rules have been used 
for sequencing operations, routing jobs and dispatching 
vehicles. In a flexible manufacturing system as the one 
presented, these rules tend to interact with each other in a 
highly complex relation. To be able to find a good combination, 
suiting the actual system load, the simulation study provides a 
large set of possible combinations of system performance and 
a resulting system performance measure (tardiness). Still, not 
all possible combinations of the system load can be simulated. 
For that reason, the system performance based on the rule 
combination has to be forecasted. An accurate neural network 
has been trained to do so, providing a forecast of the mean 
tardiness of the jobs at the given system status. Comparing 
different rule combinations, utilization specific sets providing 
the lowest possible tardiness are identified. In the future, the 
consideration of multi attribute rules for sequencing as well as 
routing could be considered. Furthermore, the scenario has to 
be adjusted to suit real world problems especially in size. 
Finally, to be able to assess the quality of the presented 
approach, a central optimization approach should be compared. 
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